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Step 1: MOUNT AIR GAUGE
a.
b.
c.

D.

E.

Remove the outer fairing and
disconnect headlight.
Remove gauge or cover you want
to replace with the Legend gauge.
Apply supplied thread sealant
to the male pipe threads on the
gauge and attach fitting 200-2002.
If your gauge has a bulb like in
diagram G-1, cover the bulb with
the rubber cover as shown.
Insert the bulb into the gauge
and turn clockwise to secure.
Insert gauge from face side and
secure with the plastic clamp
and thumb nuts as show in
diagram G-2.
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Step 2:
Connect Wires
a. Connect white wire to
positive and black wire
to negative of the power
source for the oe gauge
that was disconnected.

CAUTION
MAKE SURE TUBING IS
CUT AT A CLEAN 90° ANGLE

Step 3:
ROUTE AIR TUBING
A. Connect air tubing to the

to shocks

fitting 200-2o02 mounted to
the air gauge in step 1.
B. Route air tubing out of the
fairing following factory
wiring harnesses under the
gas tank to under the seat.

Step 4:
Operation

C. locate the existing air-tubing

a.

D. with the supplied y-fitting tap into the air

B
C.

Add air to the
system and make
sure gauge is working.
Check for air leaks with
soapy water around fittings.
Re-install seat and outer fairing.

going from the compressor to the shocks.
hose between the compresor and the shocks
like illustrated in diagram G-3.
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